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Senate Resolution 1119

By: Senators Anderson of the 43rd, Jones II of the 22nd, Butler of the 55th, Davenport of the

44th, Seay of the 34th and others 

A RESOLUTION

Commending Kevin and Taylor, co-hosts of "Kevin and Taylor in the Morning," and1

recognizing Men and Women in Radio Day at the state capitol; and for other purposes.2

WHEREAS, since 2000, Kevin and Taylor have served as co-hosts of "Kevin and Taylor in3

the Morning," a radio show on The Fish radio station; and4

WHEREAS, a man of deep and abiding faith, Kevin has dedicated his time and talents to The5

Fish and is delighted to be a part of a Christian radio station that touches so many people in6

a deep and personal way; and7

WHEREAS, Kevin is a fan of Steven Curtis Chapman's music and the book, Ragamuffin8

Gospel by Brennan Manning, and some of his hobbies apart from radio include spending9

time with his wife and children and riding his bike on the Silver Comet Trail; and10

WHEREAS, dedicated to witnessing Christ through word and deed, Taylor has diligently11

worked to mirror the welcoming heart of the Lord and offer a good laugh for listeners on12

their way to work each morning; and13

WHEREAS, Taylor is united in love and marriage to her husband, Glenn, who is her biggest14

supporter through the many challenges of life, and although her extended family is large, she15

is an avid lover of dogs; and16

WHEREAS, she serves with honor and distinction with many charities, including Food for17

the Poor and the Atlanta Community Food Bank, and is an outdoor enthusiast who loves to18

stay active and adventurous in her spare time; and19

WHEREAS, it is abundantly fitting and proper that the outstanding accomplishments and20

contributions of these exemplary Georgians be appropriately recognized.21
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NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE SENATE that the members of this body22

commend Kevin and Taylor, co-hosts of "Kevin and Taylor in the Morning," and recognize23

Men and Women in Radio Day at the state capitol.24

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Secretary of the Senate is authorized and directed25

to make an appropriate copy of this resolution available for distribution to Kevin and Taylor26

from "Kevin and Taylor in the Morning."27


